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The debate over "Do Not Track" offers an excellent microcosm for understanding the larger privacy policy discourse. Arguments for giving users a tool to express their privacy preferences exert enormous rhetorical appeal. Those arguing for versions of DNT that are more restrictive of the collection and use of information about user behavior essentially insist that "We're merely giving users a choice!" Who could possibly be against letting users choose for themselves? Why should anyone else get to choose for us—especially companies that seem to be profiting from the ignorance or helplessness of users?

Tools like "Do Not Track" (and "privacy-friendly" interfaces more generally) are usually justified as simply offering users a means of expressing their true preferences. But such choice architectures² are anything but neutral: even with the best of intentions and in the name of facilitating user choice, choice architects will produce outcomes that users would not have chosen if they could make fully rational decisions in a frictionless world without transactions costs. This is the essential paradox of user empowerment.

"Privacy advocates" regularly cite opinion polls showing that users demand greater privacy protection—and thus conclude that privacy-friendly choice architectures simply facilitate the true preferences of users. But listening to what consumers say they want tells us much less about their preferences than seeing what preferences they reveal in the process of making real-world decisions about trade-offs among values. As much as users value privacy, they do not value privacy in isolation or inherently, but relative to other values—including other forms of privacy.

To avoid the paradox of user empowerment to the greatest extent possible, choice architects must understand how their proposed choice architecture will shape real-world outcomes, and the impact that will have on these many competing values. Let us consider the unintended consequences of three contested aspects of DNT:

¹ This position paper draws testimony I gave to the Senate Commerce Committee in June 2012, http://techfreedom.org/node/185
1. **Default setting** - How, and by whom, may a browser be set to send DNT:1?
2. **Definition of tracking** - What is it DNT:1 tells servers not to do?
3. **Architecture of negotiation** - How do sites get users who send DNT:1 headers to opt-in to tracking—and to remain opted-in?

Each is a complicated issue. But all three may be understood, to a degree, in terms of the traditional opt-in and opt-out paradigms. DNT:1 is nothing more than a signal sent by the user's browser expressing a preference not to be "tracked," however defined—after which website publishers, advertisers and other data collectors must somehow negotiate with the user to get him or her to "opt back in" (a term actually used in the TPE3) to "tracking" (by granting a site or network a "user-granted exception"). If browsers and other user agents may turn on DNT:1 by default, then the adoption rate of DNT will quickly exceed publishers' "maximum acceptable loss threshold." Below that point it makes little practical sense for publishers and advertisers to bother building an architecture of negotiation, because it is more cost-effective to let DNT:1 users free-ride off those allow tracking (either by setting DNT:0 or by not having it set at all).

Put more simply, if browsers are allowed to turn DNT:1 on by default, most users will live in a world where "tracking" is opt-in. This will be a choice made for, not by, users. But either way, all of the problems of more general "Opt-In Dystopias" described by Nicklas Lundblad and Betsy Masiello would apply once DNT:1 is turned on. They distill their concerns into four categories:

- **Dual cost structure**: Opt-in is necessarily a partially informed decision because users lack experience with the service and value it provides until after opting-in. Potential costs of the opt-in decision loom larger than potential benefits, whereas potential benefits of the opt-out decision loom larger than potential costs.

- **Excessive scope**: Under an opt-in regime, the provider has an incentive to exaggerate the scope of what he asks for, while under the opt-out regime the provider has an incentive to allow for feature-by-feature opt-out.

- **Desensitisation**: If everyone requires opt-in to use services, users will be desensitised to the choice, resulting in automatic opt-in.

- **Balkanisation**: The increase in switching costs presented by opt-in decisions is likely to lead to proliferation of walled gardens.4

The problem is that DNT, like any choice architecture, affects not only "demand" (empowering users to choose) but also the "supply" (the choices available to users). The difficulty of obtaining opt-ins (user-granted exceptions) will serve as a barrier to entry, protecting larger, established incumbents against competition from new entrants. This will be true on some level for individual sites: absent dual-cost structure problem, one might think that any site a user
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3 [http://www.w3.org/TR/tracking-dnt/#exceptions-principles](http://www.w3.org/TR/tracking-dnt/#exceptions-principles)

visits will easily be able to get an opt-in. But obtaining such opt-ins is costly, both for user and for sites, which must implement a mechanism for obtaining user-granted exceptions. Some sites will simply decide not to risk alienating users, and forego potential additional revenue, while other better established sites or sites less subject to competition, will gain a competitive advantage.

But the greater problem lies with web-wide exceptions, opt-ins to data collection by an ad network or other data collector across the web. To be sure, these are essential to making DNT work without breaking business models that depend on third-party ad networks, but they will also necessarily favor certain established players in the data and advertising ecosystem over other, generally smaller players. One might dismiss these competitive effects as the necessary consequence of restructuring an industry that is loathed by many (despite the benefits it confers), but this consolidation would likely be accompanied by a qualitative change in the kind of information collected. Once a network obtains a web-wide exception, why not collect more data across the web? Why not associate it in a richer profile? As Masiello and Lundblad explain:

"service providers may attempt to maximise data collection in every instance that they are forced to use an opt-in framework; once a user consents to data collection, why not collect as much as possible? And the increased transaction costs associated with opt-in will lead service providers to minimise the number of times they request opt-in consent. In combination these two behaviors are likely to lead to an excessive scope for opt-in agreements. In turn, users will face more complex decisions as they decide whether or not to participate."

Indeed, why not require users to log-in and provide more information about their real identity? Of course, requiring users to go through an account-creation process would likely turn off many users—if only because it took longer than simply clicking on a dialog box that asked about enabling personalized content. But consumers have become quite accustomed to using Single Sign On systems to log into websites with their Facebook, Twitter, Google or Microsoft Live accounts (and so on). It is not difficult to see such networks becoming federated content networks—the new walled gardens so feared by Tim Wu, Jonathan Zittrain and many others. Leaving a website inside one network and going to the other would require granting another web-wide exception to another network. This isn't necessarily bad but if it ultimately means that more information is collected about Internet users, DNT will leave many of its advocates sorely disappointed—and it is certainly not a result any user would have chosen.

This perverse potential (but likely) result simply one example of a larger problem: human rationality is bounded; we are simply not capable of weighing the full implications of choices as complicated as those over privacy. This does not mean that user empowerment is not a
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6 *Opt-in Dystopias*. 
worthy goal; it is (and it is generally preferable to more top-down alternatives such as regulatory prescriptions on the use of data). But it does mean we should not pretend that choice architects are not, in fact, making important choices for users in the process of designing choice mechanisms like Do Not Track.

The problems described above will become more acute the more broadly "tracking" is defined, the more users turn on DNT:1, and the more cumbersome negotiation is. Two particular contested issues within the TPWG will significantly aggravate the opt-in dystopias problem:

1. **Default Settings** - Although the TPWG has always rested on the consensus that DNT headers must be set by users not user agents like browsers, Microsoft breached that consensus earlier this year when it announced earlier this year that it would choose for users by setting DNT:1 on by default in its new IE10 browser. European regulators have essentially endorsed this position, calling for users to "told about any default setting; and prompted to keep or to change it"—even if that setting is DNT:1, and therefore not compliant with the DNT spec—and insisting that servers must not disregard DNT headers, even when sent by browsers that turn on DNT:1 by default. It remains unclear how this issue will be resolved.

2. **Configuration** - The TPWG co-chairs recently rejected a proposal to clarify that, to "reflect the user's preference," user agents must "require equal effort to configure [DNT]"—prompting the first formal objection filed in the TPWG. Thus, unless this decision is ultimately reversed by the W3C, a user agent need not set DNT:1 by default if doing so proved problematic; it need only design a user interface that will achieve the same result.

Ultimately these concerns are likely to be dismissed by insistence that sites and services will simply negotiate around DNT to reach the same outcome they would have reached anyway. But in the real world (as opposed to a frictionless perfect market), transactions costs often swamp the gains created by transactions such as the negotiation between site and user. The online advertising ecosystem currently works because it generated tiny amounts of value from enormous volumes of transactions. Even the small transactions costs of forcing today’s implicit quid pro quo to become explicit could produce dramatically different outcomes. Nor is it clear that negotiation or payments would generate as much revenue as advertising—meaning that rising transactions costs would be borne by publishers, and passed on to users in the form of reduced quality, quantity or innovation, or higher prices (if they can actually charge prices).
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7 "The goal of this protocol is to allow a user to express their personal preference regarding tracking to each server and web application that they communicate with... Key to that notion of expression is that it MUST reflect the user's preference, not the choice of some vendor, institution, or network-imposed mechanism outside the user's control." TPE § 3.
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10 [http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-tracking/2012Oct/0104.html](http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-tracking/2012Oct/0104.html)
Building on Ronald Coase's seminal work on the importance of transactions costs, Harold Demsetz offered the basic insight that continues to guide the law and economics of setting defaults (which economists generally refer to as "property rights"): in a frictionless world, if the initial assignment of rights is inefficient, negotiation will inevitably and costlessly solve the problem; but in the real world, that initial assignment may prove sticky, thus we should not assign rights in ways that are inefficient. Once again, choice mechanisms are not neutral. Once again, choice mechanisms are not neutral.

If, the day before Microsoft announced their decision to set DNT:1 by default, it was true that "majority default DNT is not the world this standard will exist in. DNT is going to be a 10% solution," and DNT:1 creates the negative unintended consequences described above (among others), why should choice architects not set the initial assignment to the setting that is more likely to be efficient: DNT:1 off by default and not privileged when users configure their browser? An argument could be made to the contrary if it could be shown that "tracking" (as defined by the DNT spec) actually lead to real harm, but as yet, no such argument has been substantiated, and the question of harm has repeatedly been sidestepped within the TPWG.

It is understandable, if ironic, that privacy advocates should desire outcomes that could actually reduce privacy and make consumers worse off—because the chain of causation is attenuated and unclear compared to the noble intentions behind restrictive defaults. Nobody wins Nobel Prizes in Economics for explaining things that are completely obvious, and even once they do, it can take decades (or more) for their insights to permeate areas of discourse outside of economics—such as Internet standard-setting.

It is much more understandable what some market players have to gain by joining forces with well-intentioned but short-sighted privacy advocates: competitive advantage. This is simply another example of the well documented alliance of "bootleggers and baptists." Microsoft, in particular, stands to lose little by disrupting the online advertising market, in which it has struggled to compete. It is by no means clear whether a world of high DNT adoption rates would benefit, in relative terms, Microsoft more than Google (or, for that matter, Facebook), but it might well help Microsoft, since it would generally favor large incumbents with directs relationships with users, such as through the browser and OS. And Microsoft would hardly be the first company to wager that it held a losing hand, and that its odds would be better with a fresh deck of cards.

What lies ahead for choice architects "beyond DNT?" The perpetually difficult task of weighing costs and benefits, and attempting to foresee the unpredictable, in shaping users' choices.
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